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Bella Abzug, books by and about [with Mim Kelber]
Meena Alexander, FAULT LINES: A MEMOIR
Bettina Aptheker. INTIMATE POLITICS: HOW I GREW UP RED, FOUGHT FOR FREE SPEECH AND BECAME A FEMINIST REBEL
Carol Ascher. SIMONE DE BEAUVIOR: A LIFE OF FREEDOM
Janet Dewart Bell. LIGHTING THE FIRES OF FREEDOM: AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN IN THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
Grace Lee Boggs. LIVING FOR CHANGE: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Alida Brill. DEAR PRINCESS GRACE, DEAR BETTY: MEMOIR OF A ROMANTIC FEMINIST
Vera Brittain -- books by and about, esp Paul Berry & Mark Bostridge, VERA BRITTAIN: A LIFE
Vera Brittain. ENVOY EXTROORDINARY: A STUDY OF VIJAYA LAKSHMI PANDIT....
Kevin Bowen & Nora Paley, eds. A GRACE PALEY READER: STORIES, ESSAYS, POETRY
Patricia Bosworth. ANYTHING YOUR LITTLE HEART DESIRES: AN AMERICAN FAMILY STORY
Pearl S Buck, books by and about, esp. Peter Conn. PEARL S. BUCK: A CULTURAL BIOGRAPHY
Gail Lumet Buckley. THE HORNES: AN AMERICAN FAMILY
Rachel Carson, books by and about
Judy Collins, SWEET JUDY BLUE EYES: MY LIFE IN MUSIC
Blanche Wiesen Cook, CRYSTAL EASTMAN ON WOMEN & REVOUTION
------------------------------------------------- ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, vols I, II, III
Angela Davis, books by and about
Dorothy Day, books by and about
Jane Sharrron DeHart. RUTH BADER GINSBURG: A LIFE
Barbara Deming, books by and about
Diane di Prima. RECOLLECTIONS OF MY LIFE AS A WOMAN: THE NY YEARS
Claudia Dreifus, INTERVIEW
Rachel Blau Du Plessis & Ann Snitow, eds THE FEMINIST MEMOIR PROJECT
Catherine Fosl. SUBVERSIVE SOUTHERNER: ANNE BRADEN & THE STRUGGLE FOR RACIAL JUSTICE IN THE COLD WAR SOUTH
Ronnie Gilbert. A RADICAL LIFE IN SONG.
Katharine Graham. PERSONAL HISTORY [DC POST & beyond]
Jane Fletcher Geniesse. PASSIONATE NOMAD; THE LIFE OF FREYA STARK
Judy Grahn. A SIMPLE REVOLUTION: THE MAKING OF AN ACTIVIST POET
Gayle Greene. THE WOMAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH: ALICE STEWART & THE SECRETS OF RADIATION
Ruth Gruber. [esp] INSIDE OF TIME, AHEAD OF TIME, WITNESS
Alice Kessler-Harris. A DIFFICULT WOMAN: THE CHALLENGING LIFE & TIMES OF LILLIAN HELLMAN
Kamela Harris. THE TRUTHS WE HOLD: AN AMERICAN JOURNEY
Faith S. Holsaert et al eds. HANDS ON THE FREEDOM PLOW: PERSONAL ACCOUNTS BY WOMEN IN SNCC
Molly Ivins, books by and about
Flo Kennedy, COLOR ME FLO: MY HARD LIFE & GOOD TIMES
Lady Borton. AFTER SORROW: AN AMERICAN AMONG THE VIETNAMESE
Gerda Lerner. FIREWEED: A POLITICAL AUTOBIOGRAPHY
David Levering Lewis. W.E.B. Du Bois/2 vols
-------------------------
THE IMPROBABLE WENDELL WILLKIE [Willkie's ONE WORLD]
John Lewis, Michael D'Orso. WALKING WITH THE WIND: A MEMOIR OF THE MOVEMENT
Audre Lorde, books by and about
Wangari Maathai. UNBOWED: A MEMOIR
Caroline Moorehead. MARTHA GELLHORN: A 20th CENTURY LIFE
Caroline Moorehead. IRIS ORIGO, DUCHESS OF VAL D'ORCIA
Pauli Murray, books by and about [see esp Patricia Bell-Scott]
Trevor Noah. BORN A CRIME: A MEMOIR
Dorothy Norman. ENCOUNTERS: A MEMOIR
Dorothy Norman. INDIRA GANDHI: LETTERS TO AN AMERICAN FRIEND
Jessye Norman. STAND UP STRAIGHT AND SING: A MEMOIR
John Norris. MARY MCGORRY: THE FIRST QUEEN OF JOURNALISM
Victoria Phillips. MARTHA GRAHAM'S COLD WAR: THE DANCE OF AMERICAN DIPLOMACY
Barbara Ransby. ELLA BAKER & THE BLACK FREEDOM MOVEMENT
Margaret Randall. I NEVER LEFT HOME: A MEMOIR OF TIME AND PLACE
Mary Robinson. EVERYBODY MATTERS: MY LIFE GIVING VOICE
Eleanor Roosevelt books by and about
Susan Rosenberg. AN AMERICAN RADICAL: POLITICAL PRISONER IN MY OWN COUNTRY
Muriel Rukeyser. ONE LIFE [Wendell Willkie biography] see esp
A MURIEL RUKEYSER READER, Jan Heller Levi, ed
Najla Said. LOOKING FOR PALESTINE: GROWING UP CONFUSED IN AN ARAB-AMERICAN FAMILY [also her grandmother's memoir: Wadad Makdisi Cortas, A WORLD I LOVED]
Alix Kates Shulman. EMMA GOLDMAN
Agnes Smedley. DAUGHTER OF EARTH; & THE LIVES OF AGNES SMEDLEY, Ruth Price
Lillian Smith. KILLERS OF THE DREAM
Margaret Chase Smith. DECLARATION OF CONSCIENCE [bios tk]
Michael Steven Smith. LAWYERS FOR THE LEFT
Michael Steven Smith. NOTEBOOK OF A SIXTIES LAWYER: AN UNREPENTANT MEMOIR
Sonia Sotomayor. MY BELOVED WORLD
Gloria Steinem, books by and about
Peter Sussman, ed. DECCA: THE LETTERS OF JESSICA MITFORD
Amy Swerdlow. WOMEN STRIKE FOR PEACE
Helen Thomas. FRONT ROW AT THE WHITE HOUSE
Francesca Wade. SQUARE HAUNTING: FIVE LIVES IN LONDON BETWEEN THE WARS
[H.D., Dorothy Sayers, Jane Ellen Harrison, Eileen Power, Virginia Woolf
Barbara Walters. AUDITION: A MEMOIR
Elizabeth Warren. A FIGHTING CHANCE
Alisse Waterston. MY FATHER'S WARS: MIGRATION, MEMORY, THE VIOLENCE OF A CENTURY
Edie Windsor. A WILD AND PRECIOUS LIFE: A MEMOIR
Virginia Woolf/ books by and about, esp works by Jane Marcus & Jean Mills